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HI, 

It’s an honour being back in Laos working with the food security and nutrition

program staff of the NGO I volunteer with, Health Poverty Action; and my time here

facilitated by Veterinarians Without Borders in Ottawa. As a teacher what is so

rewarding is to see learning taking place, to see what you’re presenting is of interest,

to see it in their faces. The challenge though is then to see this learning into action, in

the homes, villages and fields where they work (next week!). When reading Laotian

statistics of malnutrition, including the most severe forms, being so prevalent it is

hard to reconcile we live on the same planet. Our day to day concerns and goals in

Canada are just so different. What a diverse world, fraught with challenges and

disappointments but yet hope tangible. While the streets here in Thakhek sometimes

teem with young tourists seeking the natural and companionship thrills of being here

(about 350 km southeast of the capital, Vientiane), and me sitting on the sidelines

with my computer, checking out stories on global climate crises, the just past

Canadian election and email, I feel contradicted from the world these keen staff are

dealing with. Overall, I love being here, and feel from them a spark of appreciation.

Thanks to them all for such a great welcome.

In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#43 of the year) you’ll read about all this diversity

and challenge, same same but different as is sometimes said. Certainly, we are all

engrossed in our own challenges, though most likely not yet with existential

ramifications as is the experience of those I have been spending time with this week. I
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hope you’ll take a look.

Stories below, of great interest, continue from past weeks: primordially about the

oceans, cleaning the Pacific of plastics antibiotic threats, fast fashion, the Australian

'big dry', Norway falling out of love with oil, being an ally of Indigenous people, Greta's

moment according to a famous philosopher, menstrual equity in Canada, BRAC in

Bangladesh the world’s biggest charity, rising infant mortality in England, how big

agriculture is sabotaging progress on climate crisis, a World Bank Annual

Meeting fiasco and more.

Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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Oceans Are Increasingly Bearing The
Brunt Of Global Warming
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The world’s oceans are getting warmer, stormier and more acidic. They are becoming

less productive as the ecosystems within them collapse. Melting glaciers and ice

sheets are causing sea levels to rise, increasing the risk of inundation and devastation

to hundreds of millions of people living in coastal areas. The latest special report from

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPPC), on how the oceans and frozen

regions of the planet are changing in response to the rising carbon dioxide levels in

the atmosphere, is a predictably grim read. Read more at The Economist

Ocean Cleaning Device Starts Collecting
Plastic in Pacific Ocean
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After a series of setbacks, a system for catching plastic floating in the Pacific between

California and Hawaii is now working, its Dutch inventor said Wednesday. Boyan Slat,

a university dropout who founded The Ocean Cleanup nonprofit, announced that the

floating boom is skimming up waste ranging in size from a discarded net and a car

wheel complete with tire to chips of plastic measuring just 1 millimeter.  Read more at

Time

Farm Animals Are the Next Big
Antibiotic Resistance Threat

https://time.com/5691990/ocean-cleaning-device-netherlands-pacific-ocean/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24
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Across the world, the antibiotics that farmers use to prevent illness in their animals

are losing effectiveness as bacteria develop antibiotic resistance. According to new

research, it’s a huge problem, one that’s been masked by a longstanding focus on the

risk that resistant bacteria pose to humans instead. This trend in the animal

world carries a double danger. Long term, these resistant bacteria could travel to

people, creating untreatable, hard-to-contain infections. But even now, within the

meat industry, routine use of antibiotics is harming farmers’ ability to raise animals

and treat them if they get sick. Read more at Wired

Italy And France Prepare For Imminent
Collapse Of Mont Blanc Glacier
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Due the devastating effects of climate change, Italian civil protection

authorities took the extreme measure of closing down the Italian side of Mont

Blanc due to the imminent threat of around 9 million cubic feet of ice breaking

away from the Planpincieux glacier. To get an idea of how big that is, that much

ice would make 67.3 million gallons of water if it melted.  Read more at Daily

Beast

With The Closure Of Forever 21, We
Need To Do More To Rein In Fast

Fashion
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On the topic of engaging the young voter of today and the soon-to-be voter of

tomorrow, those dirt-cheap ribbed flare pants at the going-out-of-business Forever 21

could make a deeply informative case study. Where were they made? Well, that’s an

easy question to answer. Simply look at the label. But then add: what colour are they?

And then consider the process of dying that cropped top, that T-shirt, that milkmaid

dress. And then get your children or your nephews and their friends to watch the film

River Blue so they can learn all about “hydrocide” and toxins flushed into waterways

and the environmental cost of fast fashion beyond tossing those puce pants on the

waste pile. Read more at The Star

An 'Unprecedented' Rise In Infant
Mortality In England Linked To Poverty

https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2019/10/05/with-the-closure-of-forever-21-we-need-to-do-more-to-rein-in-fast-fashion.html?source=newsletter&utm_source=ts_nl&utm_medium=email&utm_email=07DE62A219F5914FC14E064589A09EA8&utm_campaign=tmh_16460&utm_content=a&source=newsletter&utm_source=ts_nl&utm_medium=emailutm_email=07DE62A219F5914FC14E064589A09EA8&utm_campaign=tmh_16460&utm_content=a10&utm_term=2019-10-24
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Researchers found that a sustained and unprecedented rise in infant mortality in

England from 2014-2017 was not experienced evenly across the population. In the

most deprived local authorities, the previously declining trend in infant mortality

reversed and mortality rose, leading to an additional 24 infant deaths per 100,000 live

births per year, relative to the previous trend. There was no significant change from

the pre-existing trend in the most affluent local authorities. As a result, inequalities in

infant mortality increased. Read more at Science Daily

Look Closer: Insects Crawling For Food,
Or A Bigger Critter Crisis?

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/10/191005134007.htm?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24
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Australia is the Earth’s driest continent, where regional farmers have lived through

their fair share of droughts. However, this “big dry” is one of new proportions — and

threatens the longevity of the sheep industry, worth $2 billion annually. Farmers are

struggling to grow sufficient crops to feed animals. The 30 months between January

2017 and July 2019 have been among the driest on record for Australia’s most

prominent woolgrowing areas, with sheep flock hitting some of its lowest numbers in

a century and bushfires have swept the state earlier than usual. Read more at Ozy

Gas Station Shuts Down Pumps - Goes
All In On Electric Vehicle Charging

https://www.ozy.com/need-to-know/look-closer-insects-crawling-for-food-or-a-bigger-critter-crisis/97042?utm_term=OZY&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DD_2019_10_06&utm_content=B
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The owner of a 60-year-old fueling station in Maryland, USA disconnected from the

legacy of Big Oil and went all-electric, partnering with the Electric Vehicle Institute and

the state energy administration to rip out the gas pumps and install chargers. He

recognizes the potential pitfalls of being all-in on electric energy right now, but he

sees it as a growing market, and he can supplement his income with other typical

service station revenue streams until the market catches up. The facility has an

adjacent service area that's specializing in electric vehicles. Read more at Green Car

Reports

OPINION

Greta Thunberg’s Moment

https://www.greencarreports.com/news/1125257_gas-station-shuts-down-pumps-goes-all-in-on-electric-vehicle-charging?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24
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The marchers were predominantly the young people who will have to cope with more

of the costs of climate change than the world leaders Thunberg was addressing. Her

tone of moral outrage was therefore apt, as was the leitmotif of her speech: “How

dare you?” She accused the world’s leaders of stealing the dreams of the young with

empty words. How dare they say that they are doing enough? How dare they pretend

that “business as usual,” coupled with yet-to-be-discovered technological solutions,

will solve the problem? Thunberg justified her outrage by pointing out that the

science of climate change has been known for 30 years. World leaders have looked

away while the opportunities for a timely transition to a net-zero greenhouse-gas

economy slipped by. Read more at Project Syndicate

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

Norway Is Walking Away From Billions
of Barrels of Oil

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/thunberg-speech-civil-disobedience-climate-truth-by-peter-singer-2019-10?utm_source=Project+Syndicate+Newsletter&utm_campaign=2c1f128fef-sunday_newsletter_13_10_2019&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_73bad5b7d8-2c1f128fef-93856081&mc_cid=2c1f128fef&mc_eid=3c60cc613d
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Western Europe’s biggest petroleum producer is falling out of love with oil. To the

dismay of the nation’s powerful oil industry and its worker unions, the opposition

Labor Party decided to withdraw its support for oil exploration offshore the sensitive

Lofoten Islands in Norway’s Arctic, creating a solid majority in parliament to keep the

area off limits for drilling. The dramatic shift by Norway’s biggest party is a significant

blow to support the oil industry has enjoyed, and could signal that the Scandinavian

nation is coming closer to the end of an era that made it one of the world’s most

affluent. Read more at Bloomberg

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Want To Be An Ally To Native people?
This Educator Wants You To Avoid

Making This Common Mistake

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-08/norway-is-walking-away-from-billions-of-barrels-of-oil-and-gas?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24
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It might be tempting for outsiders to jump into activism efforts with the best

intentions when hot topics, like the Dakota Access Pipeline protests or voter

suppression, hit mainstream media. But really being an ally, as Prairie Rose Seminole

explains in her video interview below, is about uplifting Native voices and experiences.

And it’s not just about the issues that hit national media, either. Read more at Daily

Kos

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/8/27/1881694/-Want-to-be-an-ally-to-Native-people-This-educator-wants-you-to-avoid-making-this-common-mistake?detail=emaildksp&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24
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Quote Of The Week

The Swedish ferry Ellen is “the precursor to a new era in the commercial marine

sector. This project demonstrates that today we can replace fossil fuel thermal drives

with clean energy, and thus contribute to the fight against global warming and

pollution for the well-being of our communities.”

Leclanche, CEO Anil Srivastava

For More See: World’s Largest Electric Ferry Completes Maiden Voyage at Green Car

Reports

Upcoming Events

November 4th -5th: International Conference on Global Healthcare (Tokyo,

Japan)

November 7th - 8th: Global Experts Meeting on Healthcare and

Nursing (Melbourne, Australia)

November 7th - 8th: Global Summit on Healthcare and Nutrition (Melbourne,

Australia)

November 13th - 14th: World Congress on Mental Health (London, UK)

November 22nd -24th: 2nd International Symposium on Community Health

Workers (Dhaka, Bangladesh)

February 19th - 20th, 2020: 2nd World Congress on Primary Healthcare and

Medicare Summit (Paris, France)

March 31 - April 2, 2020: World Public Health Nutrition Congress 2020

(Brisbane, Australia)

April 6th -7th, 2020: 17th World Congress on Paediatrics and

Neonatology (Tokyo, Japan)

April 18th -20th, 2020: CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time of

Worldwide Political Change (Washington, D.C., USA)

April 24th - 26th, 2020: PEGASUS IV Migration - Climate Change - Sustainable

Development (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)
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FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA: STREET ART

Climate Cartoons: An Illustrated
Guide To A Major New Climate Crisis

Poll

Susie Cagle/The Guardian



See More at The Guardian

FYI #2

Five Leading Advocacy Organizations
Withdraw Planned Hydropower
Session At World Bank Annual

Meetings After The Bank Refuses To
Participate

Credit: Green car Reports

Every year at its Annual General Meetings, the World Bank hosts a “Civil Society Policy

Forum” (CSPF) in order for the Bank to learn from and dialogue with civil society

organizations. This year our organizations -- the Center for International

Environmental Law, Bank Information Center, International Rivers, Inclusive

Development International and Green Alternative -- proposed a session for the CSPF

entitled, “Sustainable Hydropower-Does It Exist?” However, despite subsequent

repeated requests to the relevant World Bank Group officials, the Bank refused to

appoint anyone to participate in the session. We therefore decided to withdraw our

panel session from the CSPF.

Read More at Inclusive Development
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FYI #3

How BRAC, The World’s Biggest
Charity, Made Bangladesh Richer

Credit:BRAC/Hasan Chandan

Nine years ago Selina Akter was in a sorry state. She had eloped and gone to live with

her husband in Charmotto, a village west of Dhaka in Bangladesh. But he was able to

find only poorly paying casual work, and, because of the elopement, her family had

disowned her. The couple had entered the ranks of the “ultra-poor”—the most

indigent group of all who are barely able to feed themselves. Ms. Akter came to the

attention of BRAC, a charity so ubiquitous in Bangladesh that in some rural areas you

see one of its pink-and-white signs every few miles. BRAC made her an offer she

could hardly refuse. It would give her a cow and visit once a week to teach her about

animal husbandry as well as the importance of saving money and the evils of child

marriage. 

Read More at The Economist

https://www.economist.com/international/2019/09/05/how-brac-the-worlds-biggest-charity-made-bangladesh-richer?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/howbractheworldsbiggestcharitymadebangladeshricherbractothefuture&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24


FYI #4

Big Ag Is Sabotaging Progress on
Climate Change

Credit: EDDIE GERALD/GETTY IMAGES

Climate experts have sounded yet another dire alarm, this time aimed straight at our

stomachs. The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPPC's)

latest report, on “Climate Change and Land,” warns that meeting the challenges of our

climate crisis requires urgent changes in our food systems. Days after, as if to

illustrate the point, news broke that cattle ranchers and soybean farmers in Brazil

were torching the Amazon rainforest, the “lungs of the world,” to clear land for more

industrial-scale fields. Grim as it is, the report may be overly optimistic because it

doesn’t sufficiently address the power of agribusinesses.



Read More at Wired

FYI #5: AUTUMN READING

A Lost Continent Has Been Found
Under Europe

Credit: World Vision

Researchers have discovered a hidden continent on Earth, but it's not Atlantis. They found it

while reconstructing the evolution of Mediterranean region's complex geology, which rises

with mountain ranges and dips with seas from Spain to Iran. The continent is called Greater

Adria. It's the size of Greenland and it broke off from North Africa, only to be buried under

Southern Europe about 140 million years ago.

Read More at CNN

https://www.wired.com/story/big-ag-is-sabotaging-progress-on-climate-change/?bxid=5be9d92624c17c6adf400057&cndid=50304278&esrc=DailyNLPromo&source=EDT_WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_BACKCHANNEL_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_mailing=WIR_Backchannel_090119&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=WIR_Backchannel
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FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

Riseboro: London, Ontario Among
Leaders In Menstrual Equity

Credit: Getty Images

Menstruation. For many, it’s a part of life. For others, the name signifies humiliation

and dread. For societies around the world, it’s a word that’s often kept secret,

wrapped in feminine packaging, tucked away in a hidden backpack pocket, and

encapsulated by a promise to be discreet. But for students heading back to school in

British Columbia, perusing municipal libraries in Halifax, or spending time at public

facilities in London, Ontario, the word means something different. That’s because

each of these locations have tackled period poverty by providing free menstrual

products to women who need them.



Read more at National Post

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/columnists/riseboro-london-among-leaders-in-menstrual-equity/wcm/b4122a38-0dd6-43c5-b029-cb1f7b3a56b8?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_43_october_24&utm_term=2019-10-24




                 Credit: David Zakus

SUNSET OVER THE MEKONG RIVER, LOOKING TO THAILAND
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